
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
scientist analyst. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for scientist analyst

Build and utilize predictive modeling, machine learning, and other analytical
models to identify campaign optimization and audience targeting
opportunities, make recommendations on testing, with goal to maximize
campaign ROI on marketing and ad spend
Translate media questions into optimization scenarios or other analytical
solutions, build and use optimization algorithms and tools
Consult with marketing managers, media strategists and deployment teams
to design actionable in-market tests that provide measurable and informative
insights enabling the organization to achieve acquisition and retention goals
Provide functional expertise for analysis and enhancements of business tools
to optimize data accessibility and reporting, data integration and conversion,
enhanced productivity and operational effectiveness, program management
oversight, Managed Care Support Contractor (MCSC) performance
management, auditing, and security
Evaluate management tools for compliance with Military Health System
enterprise architecture standards
Responsibilities shall include execution and analysis of high-throughput
screening experiments in a team environment
Primary responsibilities to include data analysis and troubleshooting (using
the scientific method to design, execute, and interpret hypothesis-driven
experiments)
Key role in a centralized screening team conducting data analysis for
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Leveraging cutting edge instrumentation and technologies to drive Drug
Discovery
Developing and performing multiple cell-based and biochemical assays which
support diverse innovative projects

Qualifications for scientist analyst

Advanced programming skills (Ruby, Python, Perl, Matlab, R, C/C++/Java)
and experience with software design
Experience with integrated Big Data programming environments and
Competency in major analytics software packages and programming
environments (e.g., Hadoop / Map-Reduce, Mahout
Knowledge in SQL Server, Teradata, or comparable databases is preferred
One to three years of experience in data mining, statistical analysis,
auditing/forecasting preferred
Experience with a high-level statistical package
Advanced understanding of Microsoft products (Excel, PowerPoint, Word)


